
Boat Trailer Storage Policy 

Reference 

Bylaw 2015-03 Facility Use 

Bylaw 2015-06 Vehicle and Traffic 

Bylaw 2015-09 Boats and Boating 

Definitions 

BOAT TRAILER - for the purpose of this policy, a boat trailer is a trailer that carries a boat or water craft whether it has a boat 

or watercraft loaded on it or not. 

Intent 

The intent of this policy is to regulate the storage of boat trailers to designated boat storage areas so the maintenance staff 

can maintain the Park grounds.  

Boat Trailer Stickers 

All boat trailers entering the Park must annually purchase a boat sticker and affix the sticker on the trailer tongue.  

Sticker can be purchased at the Park gate or at the Park office.  Each sticker is numbered and owner information will have to 

be provided at the time of purchase.  Proceeds of the sticker sales will offset the maintenance of the boat launches and 

storage areas. 

Boat Trailer on Leased lots and in Campgrounds 

As per the Park bylaws, boat trailers can be stored on leased lots provided the trailers are wholly parked on the leased lot. 

Boat trailer storage in the campgrounds is not permitted. 

Boat Trailer Storage Areas 

There are 3 designated boat trailer storage areas which are clearly marked with signage. 

- The Point- east  across the highway from boat launch.
- Hidden Valley- east of the Hidden Valley Campground.
- Pelican – east of Pelican Campground.

Only boat trailers with valid stickers will be allowed to be stored in these areas and only during the summer season (May 1 to 

September 30).  All boat trailers will have to be removed before the Park closes in the fall.  All boat trailers left in the boat 

storage areas after the Park closing will be removed and stored at the owner’s expense.  These boat storage areas are for 

boat trailers only.  Cabin trailers, boat lifts or any other objects are not allowed to be stored in these designated boat trailer 

sites without special permission from the Park Authority. 

Enforcement 

This policy will be enforced by all Park staff and security personnel.  Any boat trailer caught in the Park without an annual 

boat trailer sticker will be subject to a fine as per the Park bylaws. 
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